ABB Ability™ Asset Suite eSOMS 6.0.4
General availability from December 20, 2018

ABB is pleased to announce that eSOMS 6.0.4 is now available. Below are a few of the enhancements and bug fixes available in this release.

New features and enhancements

Clearances and Equipment
- The UNIT parameter can now be associated with the BUILDING parameter, allowing for a clear hierarchical relationship between the Unit, Building and Room parameters.
- Searches on the Equipment and Clearances pages can now be saved for personal use or shared with other users with the same security rights. Results can be saved to a Microsoft® Excel® file and printed.
- Tooltips now appear over all fields on the Equipment search page so that the full values entered or selected are displayed, even when the fields are too small.
- An option to “Add Tagouts Sharing Tag to Search” is now available in the context menu to display Tagouts with shared tags in the Search tab tree in non-edit mode.
- Multiple copies of the same Clearance tag are now printed with “1 of X” to allow easy identification of tags.
- Clearance Holder sign-on and sign-off events now include controls for date/time edit and note entry.
- The user’s LOGIN_ID value is now always displayed in addition to the NAME value to allow for unique account identification since the NAME value (e.g., John Smith) is not required to be unique in the system.

Defects and bug fixes

Operator Rounds
- “Delete Round” permissions were not being correctly duplicated when Rounds were copied. This has now been resolved and permissions are now correctly copied and enforced.
- Each revision of an operator round tour no longer creates a new node. All revisions for the same tour are now under one node in the tree.
- In Maintenance, station details sometimes displayed an incorrect inequality sign (i.e., <, >, or =) on recordings for certain station thresholds. This has been resolved and the signs are now always correct.
- Multiple recordings for a station created from the web application are now correctly summed and displayed.

Personnel, Qualification & Scheduling
- An error message is now displayed to notify the user that the USER_ID and LOGIN_ID have to be identical to login.

For more information

Please contact your ABB Global Customer Care Customer Advocate (customercare.es@abb.com) for more information about the release.